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Abstract

At Brookhaven National Laboratory there is an R&D
program to design an Electron Beam Ion Source (EBIS)
for use in a compact ion injector to be developed for the
relativistic heavy ion collider (RHXC). The BNL effort is
directed at developing an EBIS with intensities of 3 x 109
particles/pulse of ions such as AU3Wand L?fi, and
requires an electron beam on the order of 10A. The
construction of a test stand (EBTS) with the full electron
beam power and 1/3 the length of the EBIS for RHIC is
nearing completion. Initial commissioning of the EBTS
was made with puked electron beams of duration < lms
and current up to 13 A. Details of the EBTS constmctioq
results of the puke tests, and preparations for DC
electron beam tests are presented.

1 INTRODUCTION

The program at the BNL has as its objective the
development of a heavy ion source of the EBIS type that
would sati@ present and possible i%ture requirements of
RHIC. Implementation of such an EBIS has been
discussed elsewhere, [1] and a summary of the pertinent
parameters is given in Table 1. The experimental
program to be completed preceding the design of the
RHIC EBIS consists of 4 phases. The first phase of this
program was based on experiments at the BNL TestEBIS
(based on the Sandia National LaboratoV’s SuperEBIS),
while the subsequent phases utilize an electron beam test
stand (EMILEBTS) that has been constructed to serve as
a proof~f-principle device for the final EBIS for RHIC.
During phase 1, an electron beam current of 1.1 A puked
and 0.5 A d.c. has been achieved. Narrow charge state

Table 1: Parameters for an EBIS meeting
REX(2 requirements

Parameter I RHIC EBIS
Electron beam current 10A
Electron beam energy I 20 keV
Ion trap length 1.5 m
Trap capacity (charges) 1.1 x 10’2
Yield positive charges 5.25 X 101]

Yield AU3W,design value 3 x 109iondpuke
I Yield ‘w, design value I 2 x 109ions/pulse
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- of sodium (peak 7+), 14+) and
thallium (peak 41+) ions have
demonstrating the ability to producwgeto_mtioiomofvtid>ti’*

,
the heavy ion spectra of Xenon wi , c
Xe27+ m ‘.has been produced with a . .

mcurrent above 0.4A and electron beam n ization
degree above 50’%0.[2] Encouraging results flom these
experiments led to the decision to proceed with phase 2,
the desi~ constmctioz and cmnrnissioning of an
electron beam test stand with parameters given in table 2.

Table 2: Nominal EBTS Parameters

Parameter I EBTS I
Electron beam current 10A
Electron beam energy 20 keV
e-beam current density 400 A/cm2
e-beam puke duration -1oo m
ion trap length 0.5 m
trap capacity (charges) 4X10’1

This test stand will be used to develop technologies and
study the physics aspects of a high intensity EBIS. This
phase has been completed with the propagation of a 13
& 50 pa puked electron - more than an order of
magnitude improvement over the TestEBIS beams.
Phase 3 will continue with high current electron beam
formation and launching studies for long pukes and d.c.
beams. Assembly is nearing completion and tests will
begin this Spring. The fourth phase wilI concern
extinction of ions, the main goal being production of 1/3
the final RHIC EBIS intensity. Also of interest is the
development of primary ion injection into the trap, the
study of ion formation in and loss from a high current
electron _ and the study of &t ion extraction. A
successfid operation of this device will be followed by the
design of the fidl scale EBIS, together with the rest of the
injector.

2 ELECTRON BEAM TEST STAND

As seen from tables 1 and 2, the EBTS is a full electron
beam current and power prototype of the RHIC EBIS
with one third the ion trap length. In an EBIS, high
charge state ions are created by successive ionization by
electron impact and are confined by the radial space
charge of a high density electron beam. [3] The ion
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Figure 2 Reference frame for the measurement of mag-
netic multiples.

Figure 3: Lead end of a combmed element assembly.

with z – y axes chosen such that the skew (or normal) com-
ponent in the main field of a normal (or skew) magnet is
zero.

If the measurement is performed on a single magnet el-
ement (cokhnass), the reference frame is defined with re-
spect to the lead end of the element. If the measurement is
performed on a magnet element contained in a combined
element assembly, the reference frame is defined with re-
spect to the lead end of the assembly (which maybe oppo-
site to that of the individual element), as shown in Fig. 3

3.2 Multipole Sign Convention
Both the magnitu& and sign of measured muhipole errors
are important for error analysis and for IR local correcdon
[5]. For example, the systematic az from the lead ends
of the triplet quadruple is significant. Since IR magnets
at opposite side of the interaction point (IP) are oriented
symmetrically towards the ~, the actual sign of a2 seen by
the beam changes accordingly.

Fig. 4 shows the change of magnet muhipole sign from
their measured value for a beam circulating munterclock-
wise. In general, rules for muhipole transformation under
180° rotation around vertical (y) axis (orientation flip), lon-
gitudinal (z) axis (upside-down change) and radial (z) axis
are Snmmarhd inTab. 1.

4 DATABASE STRUCTURE
Presently, the database contains 17tables as listed in Tab. 2.
The tirst 13 tables are intended for quench and field quality
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Figure 4: Change of the sign of magnet multiples tiom
their reference measurement value for a beam circulating
comlterclockwise.

of individual magnet cd- while the last 4 tables am
intended for SU1’Vey and a@mnent data.

The Integral table contains the integral harmonics and
transfer function information. In the case of shofi magne@
this information may be obtained fimn a single measure-
ment with a suitably long measming coil. I%r long mag-
ne~ e.g. the RF dipol% the integral harmonics will be
obtained from a sum of several measurementa (a Z-Scan).
In the case of a Z-ScmL one can also extract the harmonics
averaged over the straight section as well as the integmted
contributions from the two ends. If available these results
will be stored in the BodyHannAvg and EndsHarm tables

Table 1: Transformation rule for magnet muhipoles. It is
assumed that the magna polarity ia adjust@ if neceawry,
so that the fundamental term remains positive. N = 2 is for
quadruple magneL while n = 2 is for quadruple order.

Item Normal magnet Skew magnet
of ortkx N of or&r N

Orientation
bn (–)”+~bn (–)~+N+lbn

an (_)n+N+lan (–)”+~an

Upsidedowm
b; (-)n+Nbn (-)n+Nbn

an (–)n+Nan (–)n+N=n

180° about z:
bn bn –b.

an —a. an



* Table Z Summary of US-LHC Magnet Database tables.

Name Content
Magnets
Assembly
Quench
Integral
I..walHann
BodyHarmAvg
EndsHarm
IntField
Magz
Eddy
TDecay
centers
WarmCold
FidMagInfo
EdOpt
centMag

magnet name, ID, summary info.
combined element assembly info.
quench performance
int. geometric muhipcde
muhipoles measured at one position
average body muhipole
lead and return end muhipole
integral field strength
magnetization multipole
Eddy current multipole
time decay mukipole
magnetic centering offsets
ITF & muhipole warmkxid conversion
survey information sumrnmy
fiducial position from optical survey
msg. center wrt external reference

Angle - &. field angle wrt external reference

respectively. In additiorL each individual measurement in a
Z-Scan will be mmrded in the table LocalHarm. The en-
tries for various positions in the LocalHarm table can be
used to identify any location which maybe unusual from
the field quality point of view. Such spots of concern we
generaUy difficult to identify from the integral or the aver-
age body harmoni~ and the information can be essential in
establishing models for study of, e.g. magnet fringe field.

Tables Integral, BodyHarmAvg, EndsHarm contain
transfer functioq mukipoles and field angle data of indi-
vidual magnet cohlmass. Both normal and skew Mukipoles
up to order 15 are recorded in accordance with the conven-
tion. Both the body and the ends harmonics are nomudized
to the value of the main field compontmt in the straight sec-
tiom whereas the integral harmonics are normalized to the
integmted main field component. Thus both the body and
integral harmonics are expressed in units. Since the ends
harmonics are integmted values over a certain length of the
magne~ these are expressed in unit-m rather than units.

The integral transfer function obtained by summing sev-
eral measurements in a Z-Scan may not be very accurate
due to mail errors in positioning of the measuring coil. If
this * the case, an independent measurement of integral
transfer fimction is needd for example with a long non-
rotating coil, as was done for RHIC. With this in min~ a
separate table (InW~eld)is created to store the most accu-
rate measurements of integral transfer function.

For measurements in the superconducting state, mea-
surements during the upward and the downward sweeps of
current reveal contribution to harmoNcs due to supercon-
ductor magnetization. The difference between the up ramp
measurements and the average of up and down ramp mea-
surements will be stored in the table Magz. Similarly, if
harmoNc measurementts are made while the magnet cur-
rent is still ramping, then such harmonics will include any

contributions from eddy currents generated in the super-
conductor. These harmonics will be stored in the Eddy ta-
ble. Another superconductor related table is Tdecay, which
will contain the time dependence of various harmonics at a
fixed current (most important is the injection current) soon
after a ramp.

Table Centers will contain the.centering offsets and field
angles from the magnetic measurements. These values are
meaningfid only when the measuring coil is well centered
in the magnet yoke. In such case% one can use this infor-
mation for example, to better align various elements in a
combined element magnet.

Table WarmCold will contain the systematic values of
warm to cold offsets based on data from all the magnets of
a particular type for which both types of data exist. This
table is only of academic interest if all magnets are mea-
sured cold. However, the table can be used to obtain the
best estimates of cold harmonics if some magnets are only
measured warm.

Tables CentMag and Angle contain information of as-
sembly center offset and orientation relative to the externrd
fiducials. This together with Tables FMMaghfo and Fi-
dOpt containing information of fiducial positiou provides
guidance to final ring installation of the magnet assembly.

5 SUMMARY
Along with the magnet assembly delivered for installa-
tion at CERN, magnet measurement data containing tables
of quench performance, field qualhy, alignment and sur-
vey data will be transferred to CERN. Tbis information
is essential both for ring installation and for future ma-
chine operation including R corrections. US-LHC Mag-
net Databme has been designed to fulfill such tasks, and
it will also benefit production stage quality assuran~ error
impact analysis, and assembly assistance including sorting.

We thank participants of the 1998 US-LHC Magnet
Database Workshop for contributing to the establishment
of the database structure.
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